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Amy Jordan - How To Find and Advertise To Your Target Market 

Listen to full episode here 

“If you can't measure it, you can't manage or improve it."


~ Peter Drucker


1. What is a Target Market? 

Your target market are a specific group of people you want to target with your 
advertising and turn into clients.


Understand your target market first. Do not get busy with tactics (adverts). Don’t 
put the cart before the horse. Otherwise, you could be alienating followers and 
wasting money.


2. Why is a Target Market Important? 

Most personal training businesses will invest in marketing and advertising without 
identifying a target market to test. You can easily spend thousands of dollars on an 
advertising campaign that will not resonate with anyone.


By understanding your target market, you are able to increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of your marketing and advertising spend, and provide relevant and 
high value content, which resonates with your target market and produces the 
desired outcome.


e.g. HIT Personal Training services are traditionally quite expensive, so without 
planning you could be wasting money marketing to people who can’t afford your 
service.


3.Three Methods to Find your Target Market 

Run through each of these methods. Don’t overthink each step. Just take action 
and review the findings at the end of the three steps.
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3.1. Analysis of Current Clients  

If you already have a number of clients, you can review your client base.


Who is already training with you?


Make a list.


What are the similarities among them / in certain groups?  

• What is their profession?

• What is their income?

• Where do they live?

• What else do they have in common?


Who brings in the most business? 

This is fairly self explanatory. 


Which customers spend the most money with you in terms of frequency of 
sessions, long term value (retention), other services?


3.2. Analysis of your Product or Service you are Offering 

What benefits does it provide / what problems does it solve?  

e.g. Discover Strength differentiate their business with 3 uniques: efficiency, 
expert, and evidence-based. Efficiency, in particular, really resonates with their 
time-poor target market (busy professionals). Many people think they need to 
workout for 1 or 2 hours, 5 or 6 times a week, to get great results. They don’t have 
the time do that. The efficiency differentiator, available to practically every HIT 
business, solves that problem.


Who will benefit most from those benefits/problems being solved? 


e.g. Discover Strength identified that their target market, who are well-educated 
with fast paced jobs, appreciate educated, expert trainers.


3.3. Competition 

• Who do you identify as your competitors?

• Who are their customers?
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• These steps should give you enough information to identify 1 or 2 target markets 
and explore each in more detail with the steps that follow.


4. Evaluate Demographics, Geography, Psychographics, and Lifestyle 


• How big is your target market in your area?

• If your target market is only 50-100 people? You will probably need to go back 

through the steps to identify a larger target market.

• Personal training is typically not affordable to everyone. Are there enough of your 

target market in your area who can afford your service?


4.1. Facebook 

Facebook audience insights is an excellent way to research your target market for 
more demographic, psychographic, and lifestyle data. Check out this tutorial too. 


Alternatively, you could use a local real estate company or other business to help 
find data on local demographics. Discover Strength are currently using a real 
estate business to help open new studios and leverage their access to 
demographic data to find the ideal locations for new facilities.


e.g. Discover Strength’s Minneapolis location has access to a population of 3-4m, 
many of which have a high income and live 1-5 miles from the training facility.


4.2. Google Analytics 

If you already have Google Analytics running on your site, you can use it to identify 
your website traffic / user demographics, as well as other information, under the 
audience tab.


4.3. Develop Relationships 

Take the time and effort to spend time with your clients and learn about them. You 
want to develop a detailed understanding of their preferences, habits, lifestyle, etc. 
This will help make your messaging more clear and relevant.


This could also be formalised into a process, like a short interview with a client 
after / before one of their workouts to ask them questions like:


• Where do you spend your free time?
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• Where do you like to eat?

• How do you relax?

• What are your hobbies? 


I went into more detail on this with Luke Carlson in our members episode on How 
To Retain Clients. Discover Strength use this short interview as a proactive 
retention tool to match the service experience to the client and identify anything 
which may cause the client to churn. This process of developing a better 
understanding of your customer enables you to optimise retention and marketing 
efforts.


4.4. Social Media 

Another effective and free method to learn more about your customers is to 
research them on social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram. Most 
people share a lot (probably too much) of their personal life on social media. It’s 
very easy to obtain all sorts of valuable information by seeing what content they 
comment on, their preferences and values, and what they do on the weekends and 
in their spare time.


4.5. Testimonials 

Testimonials are a great way to learn more about your customers. Reach out to 
your happy customers and ask for a testimonial. The response is often surprising. 
Some clients will tell you things about how your service has benefitted them which 
you will not expect. You will learn more about your clients and have a powerful 
sales tool, which you can promote on your website, social media, and email, to 
find new and better retain existing clients.
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Discover Strength testimonial on Facebook:




Many HIT businesses make the assumption that they know who their customers 
are, but do not request or review data from the customer. Getting this wrong could 
be a devastating business mistake.


5. Evaluate your decisions 

Review the following:


• Size of available audience?

• Can they afford your product/service? 

• Can they be easily reached via advertising?
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6. Have One Target Market In The Beginning 

When you’re first starting out, focus on a single target market. If you try to identify 
your target market and multiple sub-markets in the beginning, you may end up 
overwhelmed and unfocused.


Once you have had success acquiring customers in your initial target market, you 
may want to expand and look at sub-target markets (niche markets).


A niche market typically lives within the primary target market.


e.g. the niche market of “lawyers” within a target market of “busy professionals”


In this example, you could test specific advertising targeted at lawyers.


It will take time to identify sub-markets. It will require you to review customer 
behaviour over several months.


Please checkout my content with Luke Carlson on revenue generation and target 
market here as well. 


Discover Strength’s target market is Michael and Mary


7. Before Advertising: Website and SEO 

7.1. Website 

The most important advertising element to setup is your website. If you don’t 
already have a website, outsource the work or set one up here.


7.2. Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) 

It’s important that your website is well optimised for search engines (SEO). This 
means that you will appear higher up the rankings when people submit searches 
on search engines. e.g. you might want to rank well for “[insert town or city] 
Personal Trainer”.


You should look to outsource SEO optimisation, but if you have not got the 
budget, here’s some great tips.
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7.3. Blog / keywords 

You should be mindful of the types of questions your clients and prospects are 
asking you. It’s likely they are searching these terms and you want to rank well for 
them. 


A great way to improve your SEO and be discovered via search engines is to write 
blog posts (ideally ~750+ words) that educate the reader and answer the questions 
you get asked by clients and prospects. A great way to keep on top of this is to 
create a shared Google Sheet to enable you and your team to keep track of new 
questions to inform fresh content. Moreover, these will help you identify popular 
keywords in the title and body of the blog post, which increase the likelihood that 
your post will rank well in search engines when a prospect searches a specific set 
of phrases e.g. “How often should I workout?”


Use Google Keyword Planner to find keywords that get sufficient searches but 
aren’t overly competitive. Base your blog posts around popular search terms in 
your industry.


7.4. Google Rank 

Search engine algorithms determine your website ranking and change over time, 
This is why it’s smart to outsource this to a specialist. Can’t afford it? Consider 
trading a free workout for SEO services. If you have to do it in-house, here are a 
few important principles that will help you improve your website ranking.


High authority backlinks 

It’s very effective for your website SEO to have links from high authority websites. 
This includes websites with a lot of credibility (websites that already get a lot of 
web traffic), local authorities, and government. The links will drive some traffic to 
your website, but the most beneficial outcome is to increase your website authority 
and rank.


A great way to get a link on a high authority third-party website is to offer to write a 
guest post for their website that adds a lot of value to their readership. In a lot of 
cases, the website owner will be very happy for you to do that and permit a link to 
your website within the blog post.
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Page speed 

High page speed is an important variable Google use to rank websites. My website 
used to be very slow. I didn’t realise this until I moved hosting providers. Fast 
server hosting is very affordable. I pay $25 a month! If your website is slow to load 
pages, talk to your IT support / website hosting provider, and upgrade your server 
configuration.


Secure website 

Having a secure website is important for a good ranking on Google. To find out if a 
website is secure, it will have “https://“ rather than “http://“ in the URL and it will 
have a little padlock next to the URL in the search bar. It’s incredibly easy and 
affordable (less than $50 one-off) to make your website secure. Contact your IT 
support / website hosting provider, and ask to make your website secure with an 
SSL certificate. 


8. Social Media Marketing 

8.1. Demographics 

It’s usually a big mistake to attempt to setup an account on every social media 
platform. It’s time consuming, distracting, difficult to use each platform effectively, 
and could actually hurt your business e.g. Twitter is often assumed by your 
followers as a customer support channel, which could result in unhappy customers 
if they don’t get a response to their issue.


When deciding on social media to promote your business, first ask:


Which platforms are my target market using?


To figure this out, just Google a social media platforms demographics. As of 
January 2018, Facebook’s user demographic skews older. Conversely, SnapChat 
skews much younger.


If your target market are 40-65 years old, it probably does not make sense for you 
to invest in SnapChat.


Discover Strength focus on Facebook and, secondarily, Instagram.


Discover Strength are currently testing and evaluating Twitter. As of October 2018, 
it does not look like much of their audience use Twitter and they are not 
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experiencing much engagement. Therefore, they will potentially stop using this 
platform.


8.2. How to use Social Media 

Discover Strength use social media as an extension to their service. Many of 
their clients are on monthly auto-pay already and social media is to provide them 
with additional value, which improves retention and generates referrals.


Discover Strength’s value adding Tuesday Trainer Talks 

Facebook:
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Instagram: 



Notice how the same advert has different image dimensions and copy depending 
on the platform?


It’s a mistake to do the same advert for Instagram and Facebook. The image could 
be the same but the shape must be different. The message and copy should be 
different. Instagram uses hashtags, is more visual, and has a younger audience, 
and so the content must be succinct. Facebook’s older audience and higher 
character limit, allows for more elaboration and links, whereas Instagram does not 
permit links in the post copy.


Make sure you link to your target website (e.g. home page / free introductory 
workout opt in) from your Instagram profile.


Once you have 10,000+ followers, you have a swipe up feature connected to your 
Instagram Story.


Boost posts in Facebook to amplify popular organic content. Be careful and 
ensure that it will resonate with NEW customers. This can be a cost effective way 
to generate more leads and interest in your brand.
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Discover Strength always communicate one or more of their 3 uniques 
(differentiators) in their advertising. One of these uniques is efficiency. Discover 
Strength have found this to be the most effective unique in their advertising, which 
resonates strongly with their target market (busy professionals).


Use the free software, Canva, to create excellent graphics and tailored content for 
Instagram, Facebook, and other social media platforms.


9. A/B Testing 

Discover Strength are continuously testing and learning. They are always running 
different forms of A/B testing. A/B testing is where you run 2 or more variants of an 
advert (or web page, lead magnet, etc) side-by-side to identify which one is most 
effective. This enables you to optimise these tactics for greater returns. 


10. Paid Search Engine Marketing (SEM) 

Discover Strength hire an agency to use Google Adwords Express to create 
Google ads. This means that when someone searches their chosen terms, 
Discover Strength are more likely to appear at the top of the Google listings.


Notice the sponsored listings are at the top with the “Ad” symbolising they are 
paid adverts:
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I would recommend outsourcing this to an agency. However, if you prefer to do this 
in-house, here’s a tutorial. 


10.1. Non-Branded SEM 

If your website has poor SEO, it might be important to bid for your company / 
brand name in Google Adwords. If you don’t, competitors might buy your brand 
name to attempt to steal your Google generated customers and prospects. 
Personally, I don’t think it’s right to bid on competitor names. It’s also fairly 
redundant if they have a powerful SEO presence.


11. Google Analytics 

It is very important that you set up Google Analytics to figure out what is working 
or what isn’t. It’s completely free. Here’s a tutorial on how to add your Google 
analytics tracking code to your WordPress website backend.


Again, if possible, outsource this.


12. Advertising Budget 

Marketing investment guide:


• Single location - 1-5% of revenue

• Intent to grow to multiple locations - 5-10% of revenue

• Have multiple locations and intend to expand further - up to 15% of revenue


Contact Amy Jordan 

• amy@discoverstrength.com

• Linkedin


I hope this was helpful! Start a private coaching thread to tell me what 
else you need help with HERE
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